REF EURES: 1476513/1476613 PAÍSES BAJOS
Start People International Recruitment in the Netherlands is looking for
Spanish employees for the shellfish industry.
For a company that processes cockles (shellfish – berberechos) we are looking for employees. The
shellfish come from abroad and are delivered for processing in the Netherlands. In the company
machines put the cockles in cans and the cockles are mainly exported to Spain. The cans require a
special treatment and therefore we are looking for people who have experience with the shellfish
industry. We know that there are companies in Galicia who work with the same procedures and
suffer from the poor market conditions or recently went bankrupt.
We are looking for:

2x - machine operator - set and maintain the production line
3x - production employee – sorting an processing shellfish
We ask:
Experience in the shellfish industry, the machines make lids on cans
Spanish language is sufficient, English or Dutch is an advantage
1 machine operator must master English or Dutch language
We offer:
work for both men and women (couples no problem)
day shift, depending on supply. Can be converted into 2 shifts
salary around €1300 net production and € 1400 net operator (dayshift). If performance
is good the salary will raise and there are shift-allowances
Job starts depending on entry cockels between mid-July and 1 September
Fixed period of 6 month for all employees
Housing available (1 KM away from the company) and costs will be around € 300 per
person per month
Contribution in transportation to the Netherlands can be discussed
There are bikes available for the employees
cost health insurance in the Netherlands will be around €80 per person per month

For information and applications:
Start People International Recruitment, Venlo, the Netherlands
Kwartlenmarkt 7, 5911HZ, Venlo
Tel: 0031-77-33204907
Web: www.arbeitindenniederlanden.de
Mail: 1937@startpeople.nl

